
JUPITER IN SAGITTARIUS 

Offerings from this series are a great all purpose combination of the planet Jupiter — which rules 
good luck, expansion, wisdom/ deep knowledge, and greater beneficence, in his home sign of 
Sagittarius — renowned for its speed, warmth, visionary capacity, and singular focus. The election 
hosted the Moon conjunct the Leo-end of a conjunction to Regulus, King of the fixed stars, which 
brings a high illuminating quality, perfect for banishing low vibrations and melancholy.  

Jupiter in Sagittarius can be used for: bringing good fortune and cheer; elevating the heart, mind, 
and spirit; motivating action in support of one’s goals; self-development; energizing; brain storming; 
improving outlook and attitude; positive state management; Jupiter remediation; offerings to 
Jupiter and Jupiterian figures; wealth magic; increased visionary capacity, hope, and optimism; 
transforming anxiety into excitement for what’s possible; boosting morale; bringing good luck; 
greasing the wheels of life; keeping a positive outlook; Jupiterian rituals; etc. 

Improving Moods + Setting Jovial Tone: Use to uplift the self or another from dark, low places. 
Anoint, spray, or smoke to intervene on bad moods and habits to help aid in positive redirection 
and reframing. Set the stage of rooms before meetings, social gatherings, ritual, and the like. 

Activating Sigils + Vision Boards: Anoint, spray, or smoke petitions, affirmations, sigils, and vision 
boards related to wealth, manifestation, and achieving one’s desired aims. Apply the same (or a 
supportive) series to oneself when engaging in mundane activities to help usher those into being, in 
addition to paperwork, letters, resumes, or anything else to be exchanged or filed.   

Spray + Oils: Shake and spray around the head and neck, on chest, hips and lower back (the two 
latter ruled by Sagittarius). Maximize skin contact. Use to anoint perfume or acupuncture points, 
cash, sigils, etc.  

Candles + Lamps: Burn during Jupiter or related magical rituals, when teaching, or engaged in the 
pursuit of a expansive exercises for self-development and improvement. Encourages an atmosphere 
of good cheer and higher mindedness.  

Planetary Days + Hours:  Thursdays and Sundays after sunset, hours of Jupiter, or as needed. 

Orphic Hymn/ Prayer: What follows is the prayer to Jove. You can certainly replace “Jove” with 
“Jupiter”. 

O Jove much-honor’d, Jove supremely great, to thee our holy rites we consecrate, 
Our pray’rs and expiations, king divine, for all things round thy head exalted shine. 

The earth is thine, and mountains swelling high, the sea profound, and all within the sky. 
Saturnian king, descending from above, magnanimous, commanding, sceptred Jove; 
All-parent, principle and end of all, whose pow’r almighty, shakes this earthly ball; 

Ev’n Nature trembles at thy mighty nod, loud-sounding, arm’d with light’ning, thund’ring God. 
Source of abundance, purifying king, O various-form’d from whom all natures spring; 

Propitious hear my pray’r, give blameless health, with peace divine, and necessary wealth!
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